
Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks
Min. Passing Marks

Instractions to Candidates:

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All
questions carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wlterever
necessary. Any data you feel missing suitobly be assumed and stated clearly.
Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly

Unit - I
1. a) Find the real root of xo-t2x+7 =0 using newton Raphson method, which is

near to ir=2 correct to three places of decimal. (16)

b) Find all the roots ofthe equatiot x3 -4x? +5x-2=0 by Graffe's root squaring
method.

:80
:24

(16)

OR

1. a) Find the root ofthe equation re' = cos x using the secant method to four places

of decimal. (16)

b) Find the real root of the equation x3 - 3x - 5 = 0 by bisection method correct to
three places of decimals. (16)

Unit-[
2. a) Find the solution of system of equations by partition method

Iy +lr1 *x, =1

4x, +3x, - x, = 6

3x.,+ 5x. +3x, = 4
(16)

b) By Means of Newton's divided difference formula find the values of f(8) and
(15) from the following table. (16)
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x457
(x) 48 100 294

10 11 13

900 t210 2028

OR

2. a) Using the operators 6 and p , prove that

.lftrrl plstxtl.s[ftxt)- plf$t].5s\x)
. ul ---.i) "Lst,), 

r,-_Iyrt,*hr,

ii) pl.[ ( x) s k )]= pl-f t x tl p{ sG tl + 1-6[/(x 
)]. d[g(x ) I

27x+6y-z=85

Solve the system 6I + 15/ +22 =72
x+ y-542 = 110

by Gauss - seidal method.

Unit - III

Use milne's method to obtain the solution ofthe equation *=*-r' at x=0.8

given that y(0) : 0, y(0.2) : 0.02, y(O.a) = 0.0795 and y(0.6) = 0.t762. (16\

Using Runge - kutta Method, Find approximate value of y for x:0.2 if

*='* r' ,given that y: 1 when x:0. (16)

OR

3. a) UsingAdam- Bashforthmrthod, obtainthe solutionof f= x'y+x' atx =1.4

giventhevalues. (16)

x: I 1.1 1.2 1.3

y: 1 1.233 1.5484 1.9789

u, d,b) Evaluate J,, -, byusing.' ;r+r-
i) Simpson's one third rule

ii) Simpson's three eight rule
t,

b)

(16)

(16)

(16)

3. a)

b)
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4. a)

b)

789
11 109

Unit - tV
Define poisson distribution and find mean variance and m.g.f of the same.

(16)

Calculate the coefficient of correlation for the following height (in inches) of

70 72

69 7l

fathers (x) and their sons (y).

x: 65 66 6'7 67 68 69

y: 67 68 65 68 72 72

OR

(16)

4. a) Obtain the rank correlation coeffrcient for the following data (16)

x:6864755064807540556/
y: 62 58 68 45 81 60 68 48 50 74

Define Normal distribution and find mean and variance and m.g.f for the
same. (16)

Unit - V
5. a) A survey of 800 families with four children each revealed the following

distribution. (16)

No.ofboys : 0 | 2 3 4

No.ofgirls : 4 3 2 I 0
' No. offamilies : 32 178 290 236 64

In this result consistent with the hypothesis that male and female births are
equally probable.

b) Fit a second-degree parabola to the following data taking x as the independent
variable.

x: | 2 3

y: ,/. o t

(16)

5. a) In a large cily A, 20yo of a random sample of 900 school boys had defective
eye sight. In an other large city B, 15% of a random variable of 1600 school
boys had the same defect. In this difference between the two populations
significants? (16)

b) If I be the acute angle between the two lines of regression in the case of two

b)

456
810 11

OR

variables x and v.
. ^"l-r' 6,o,

Show that tuta=-. ,-, .r dx +o-y
Where r,o* ,o, have their usual notations.
r=0, r=+1.

Explain the significanc" \vt('fl;
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